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~]le l~ap~r here present~d. was made availal)le to a re-
stricted ~roup ill 193’7. Since interest in t]le gas tur%ine
has risen cOilsideraljl~ in recent years ~,nd some possibili-
ties also have been indicated of the application of this
?ype of en:ine to the airplane, the pa~>er with sone modifi-
cations introduced by the ‘developments of recent years is
ilOW made more ger.erally availa”ole.

Of t~le two fundatlental cycles employejl in combustion
‘turbines, namely, the explosidp (or constailt-vollme) cycle
aud the “COllstailt-~Jres5u-recycle, the iatter is considered
more in de”bail and its efficiency is derived with the aid
of the cycle diagrams for the several cases with adiabatic
and isothermal compressio~l aild expansion strokes wnd with
and without utilization of the exhaust heat. Account is
alSO tcnkeil of the seioa.rate efficiencies of the turl)ine aild
compressor and of the pressure losses and neat transfer in
the piping. The results show that vithout the utilization
of the exhaust he2.t the efficiencies for the two cases of
adiabatic and isotherr,al compression, respectively, differ
only slightly. Tile advantage Of the decrease in the work
e~p~ildit~re ,:~it]lisotherE~al compression is thus offset by
the increase in the heat supplied., The heating of the
compressed air by the exhaust gases is of advantage, how-
ever, particularly for isothermal changes of state. O-f
great importailce are the separate efficieilcies of the tur-
bine and compressor, Tt may be seen from the curves that
it is necessary to attain separate efficiencies of at
least 80 percent in order that useful results may be ,ob-

,.taiiled. There is further SIIOWII the considerable effect
on the efficiency of pressure losses in piping or heat ex-
chan~ers .

*’lDer Wirkungsgrad. von Verbrennungstjurbinen mit Gleich-
druckverbrennung.. n Luftfahrtfo,rschung, vol. 17, no. 9,
September 20, 1940, pp., 26?-80.
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~kle favorable efficiency of its theoretical cycle
a}~~ its simplicity have been a constant ilispiratioil to
inveiltors and designers to realize a practical desi~n of
the gas turbine. The direct conversion iilto rotational
enerGy macle possible. with this type of engine led also
to the expectation of a considerable reduction in weight
and size as compared with the reciprocating type eilgines.

From the invention of John Barber in 1791 to the
present time, pro~posals for the construction of gas tur-
bines have been numerous.

From reference 1 it is apparent that it has been
possible only recer.tly to obtain results which in certain
special cases appear to permit the application of comb-as-
tion turbine installations.. Thus , the Thyssen firm, for
e~ample, has ordered the installation of a larGe Holzwarth
gas turbine, which is inteilded to replace the waste gas
engines heretofore employed. !l’urhine installatioils have
also been made by the firms of Brol,rn,Bovery & Company
and, Ilsclier-1’/yssfor exhaust gas utilization in the chemi-
cal industry and for emergency current supply. The
economy of steam i.nstalla,tions is not, however, as yet
attaiiled with these turbines.

In the following$ with tlze aid. of theoretical con-
side~atioils , a brief derivation is given of the attainable
efficieilcies, practical points of view being considered
onlj~ iilsofar as they enalle an estimate to be made of the
actual results that may be expected. The reasons for the
difficulties met with in the develc~ne~~t of the combustion
gas t~~.r’bineand an expl.anaiioil of the many failures en-
countered uill ap~>ear from the equations derived. T!lese
equations furthermore indicate t]le method-s to be followed
for O’ot:.iniil&inproved econon:y of the combustioil turbine
to an extent where it Ray be employed for ,general eilgineer-
iilg j?urposes a2tl also in aviation.

As iil the case,,of reciprocating engines, two types
of combustion turbiiles nay tie ‘distin~uished:
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,a) The cons,t.ant~pres sure turbine -corresponding to.-
the ‘D’ie<el ~tigine.. . “ .’., .,

b) The explosion turbiqe corresponding to the spark-
ignition engine .

,,
Since the constant-pressure process can be realized

with particularly simple and reliable. means, and promises
a weight to power ratio and size that are small enough
to be of advantage in the field of. airplane design, this
particular work pr~cess will .be treated in..de.tai’l.

... .. . .

2. ‘THE A,DIAB+,TIC CONSTANT-PP.ESSURE CYCLE ,,
,,

a) Without’ Ut~ilization ‘of the ,~x.haust-Heat . .
,,,.

:>.,
Figure 1 shows the theoretical PV and !lJSdiagrags of

a cycle with adiabatic compression and expansion strokes
between the pressures p and po.

At state 1 air under press-dre p. is drawn in and
compressed to pressure p, (strolze 1-3).... Yhe air is then
heated along the isobar 2-3 and then e,xpands adiabatically
in a turbine along 3-4. At 4 heat is “being removed and
the volume decreases at constant pressure p. to the val-
ue at 1 (stroke .4+). A,sim,i;ar :c:losed cycle during which
the air remains “within the machine also. lies at the. basi’s.
of the work process of hot and cold air machines.

The actual proces”s deviates ;from,,the one described
because of a number of losses that occur and also because
of the following conditions:

.. #:. ., ,.

The hkat sipplie”d is by Combus”’tion in the a,ir ,...
,. “..

1.
and the gas constant, the exponent .K, and
,t,hes,pec,i,fick+eat v“ary,.. . ..”’. .’.

. . .
2. :T~.e”’’”air”after expan’s~on e’-xhausts tO the atm.osphe~.e

and fresh air is drawn in (open process).
..4

‘If” <t. is’,”thepower, of the tu.rb.inj.-and Lv ih,at of

the compressor,. the power delivered: is’ ; .

L = Lt - Lv
,. .;. .. . .‘.. ,,

(1)

,,., .;.f.. . . ... . . . . ,.’.

—
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When the heat required to increase the temperature
from t~ to ‘t3 is denoted by Qz, the efficiency is

A(Lt - Lv) .
n=

Qz

where A is the mechanical equivalent of heat.
abatic compression and expansion. we may write

cpm3 - U) - (T2 -“ Tl)l T4 - TI
n = = 1 -—

cp(T3 - T2) T3 - Ta

(2)

For adi-

(3)

a result which is -al.sadirectly obtained from the TS
diagram. Since the compression and expansion occur between
the same pressure limits, it is also possible from the
equation for the adiabatic to express the temperature ra-
tio in terms of the pressure ratio. We thus have

.

~2 ~3—= —=
m
~1 ~4

from which are derived the

(-P\y=a (4)
po~

equations

~~er~ is thus obtained for the efficiency of the
adiabatic, process. without losses

(5)

A table for the value of a is found in :~H~ttellI (26th

cd.) p. 519.

It may be pointed out that the theoretical efficiency
of a cycle for gas or Otto engines according to figure 2
has the same value.

The theoretical efficiency of a combustion turbine,
according to equation (5), depends only on” the pressure
ratio and thus not on the absolute values of the pressures
and the temperatures.

in figure 3 curve a shows the variation of ~a
with the pressure ratio. The theoretically attainable

— ——..—,.,—- , ..... --,. ,,,,.,,., .,,, , , ,. ,,,,, I ,,,,. m 11
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eff iciencies mus’t therefore” be considered- as favor able..
In the s’arneftgu”f’eisp~olrt<ed =tih=e(efficiency of-a theo-
retical process with’ the steam cycle shown in figure 4
between the same pressure limits, a feed, water tempera-
ture of 15: C and steam .temper.ature.of 450° ~ ctirnmonly
used (curve b) .. It may be seen that the theoretical
efficiency of the combustion turbine cycle is consider-
ably higher than that of the stean ,cyc.le. Even with a
pressure ratio- o’f 50, ,only about’ 26,percent of the heat
is ut”ilized yith the steam cycle. This fact, which is
not often “considered, is .,tobe ascribed mainly t-othe
large latent heat of the water necessary for the vapor-
ization and pressure generation but only a small part of
which is coilverted into mechanical’ work. The generation
of pressure in the steam boiler is thus a process involv-
ing lar&e losses, since the required quantities of heat
are largely lost through the nature of the work process.

In spite of this, the efficiency of steam installa-
tions is still, better than that, of the combustion turbines
built thus far,ani the reason, is to.he found. in. the fact,
as will. be explained more in detail later~, that with these
turbines the losses through the auxiliary machines are in
far greater proportion than is the case with steam in-
stallations.

b) With Full Exhaust Heat Utilization

In the process thus far considered, the exhaust gases
left the turbine with temperature T4 (fig.. 1). If this
temperature iies ,abov,e. T:2,;. the air aft~.r””c”ompression may
be preheated wi~,h “t”h’eai,~ of the exhaust heat and the ef-
ficiency ,thus improved. ,The’he”at suppli’e.d Q+z will then
‘be redu’ted”by the’ amount’ cm(T4 ‘- T2.. ~her,e is thus ob-
tained corresponding to equiitiion {“3) “ :

.. ,.

(T3 - T4) - (T2,- Tl), = ~ TS - TI
n= .—

(T3 - T2) - (T4 - !Ca)
(6)

T3 - T4

By “use of eqtiatiob (4), there is obtained
:. ,.,. ..

T2 TI
~a’ = 1 -_= 1 -fx—

T3 - ~3
(7)

This efficiency depends on the pressure ratio and on the
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temperature limits within which the process. takes place.
In figure 3 qai is plotted for the temperatures t~ =

600°, ?OOO.and 800° C and 15° initial temperature
(curves c, d, and e]. The curves run partly above and
partly below a, which they intersect at the points 1}
II,, and -111. With increasing pressure ‘ratio, ~at ,de-

creases since ~he temperature at the end of compression
increases and the gain in heat from the exhaust is re-
duced. Finally T4 drops below T2 and theheat trans-
fer becomes disadvantageous because the exhaust gas is
then heated by”the compressed. air.

As may be. seen, considerably large efficiencies’ may
be attained in this manner. With smaller pressure ratios
even better heat utilization is possible than is attain-.
able with the normal explosion process. With the Diesel
engine such large efficiencies are obtained only with very
high compression ratios.

Iilthe case of the steam cycle, such ‘ef’.ficiencie.s
can not be attained even with ideal ‘assumptions because
only a small amount of heat can be regained from the ex-
haust, and thereby the theoretical process improved.

c) Losses Taken into Account

The actual cycle deviates from the ideal %ecause of
the following factors:

a) The compression does not tak? place adiabatically
but is associated with losses by heat transfer

. .. and throttling. If Vv, is ,the efficiency of

th”e compressor and Lv ,.th~theoretical work
without taking a“ccount ‘of the bearin,g.loss’qs$
the work done is
.,,
. . . ,,

Lv ! S..A.L V’:..... . .,
l’1~ . .,

b) !Che expansion similarly does-not occur without
losses. The power developed by the turbine
is therefore

(8)

Lt ! = ~t Lt (9)
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c) The utilization of the available exhaust heat i.s
not ,complete because of “the ‘imperfection of
the heater, the efficieric”y‘of’whi”ch’”isd’enoted

--.

d) On account of defective combustion and radiation,
the fuel energy is notcompletely utilized by
the working gas. If the combustion-chamber
efficiency is denoted by ‘vb, an amount of

heat Qz’ =“& ~z”}must be ’produced (QZ is useful

heat). ~~ ‘b. . .

e) There are losses in the drive,, taken care of by
an efficiency ng, the loss”es through” the

bearing friction in the” turbine arid the com-
pressor being conveniently taken into account
by an added term..

,.
f) On account of t’he flow losses, the pressure drop

to be .d..eliveredby the compressor is increased
while ‘the d:r”opproducing useful work is de-
creased.

g) The specific heats depend on the temperature and,
as previously mentioned, on the amount of fuel
supplied, so that,, strictly speaking,

CP
does

not drop out from equations (3) and (6). More-
over, it is to be poted that the gas constant

“R and also the exponent’ of the working gas are
changed by the combustion.

If, for the moment$ the ef,fects.,of points f) and g)
are neglected, the efficiency of the actual cycle, with
the magnitudes introduced above, will be

(lo)

In the computation of Gjz account is to b.e taken of
the fact that because of the incomplete compression the
temperature of the air rises above the temperature T2 at
the end of compression and that corresponding to the re-
duced utilization of the heat in the turbine, the temper-
ature Ta after the expansion increases.

11.. _—— —
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L

If T4 1 is the
expansion, its value

temperature at the end of the actual
may be computed from the equation

from which is obtained

T3 -T4t
= ~t

T3 - T4

TAI = T3 -
. fit(T3 - T4)

Making use of equation (4), we obtain

‘i’,~1= T3 !1 - qt
l.- (1‘+)]= ‘3(’ -‘a ‘t)

In a similar manner there is found

(11)

(ha)

(12)

(13)

With the above values Qz in equation” (10) becomes, on
introducing the efficiency of the exhaust heat utilization

Qz = Cp [(T3 - T21)’- nv, (T4t - T2t)3

=
CP

[T3- T21 (1 - nw) - qw T41] (14)

In the above equation 1 - ~w is ‘the loss V of the ex-
haust heater. By substitution of T2 f and Tql there
is obtained finally

= cp (T3 u - T.2 W) (15).

where

u= 1- nw(l - Vt l-la) and w = V
( )
;+?,

v
(16)

For the numerator of equation (10) there is obtained

Hith the above values there is found

(1?)

—. -.—....—.-.,.. . . . .-- .,.
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T3 TIt - T2 A
am.,,-..= .. ,Tb ma. -. ‘nV--- -- .,.,,,., .—-. Tle ~b ~a ‘a (18)

~
T3U-T2W

where the effects of nlj, nvl and llw are combined in

the magnitude Va. For mw = O, there is obtained :

T3nt-Tz&

n =
‘G ~b ~~a’ (19)

T3 - Ta
(

~a
$+r

v )

and for nw=l

T3 ~t -. T2 :

l-l=
%

~b qa
T3 ~t ~a

(20)

It is possible, of course, to determine q also with
the aid of an IS diagram. Such a method has, however,
the disadvantage of having the dependence of the efficiency
on each of the magnitudes less clearly brought out than is
the case with equation (18).

‘ Because of the large number of variables ‘fI cannot
be represented on a single curve sheet. In figures 5 to
9n is.plotted as a function of the inlet temperature in
the turb”ine for.various values of qw and an air temper-
ature of 15° C . For’the sake of simplicity “nb and ng
have here been set equal to 1,and for the same reason the
efficiency of the compression and expansion are assumed
to be’ the same. The curves show that the behavior of the
actual gas turbine deviates con$iderally from that of the
theoretical. , For example, for

we have ~ = O. For low efficiencies “.nt and qv a high

gas temperature is” therefore necessary even for idling
independently of, the efficiency of,the heat exchanger.

,.

It is seen also that q considerably “increases with..
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the gas temperature and that for each value of t> and
nt and TV, for a definite pressure ratio that need

not correspond. to the maximum, there is an optimum value.
‘The value of q like that of fia depends only on the

pressure ratio and.,not onthe absolute pressure. For
mw = 1, v decreases with increasing pressure ratio. In
this case therefore, the smallest possible pressure ratio
should be striven for although this will be associated
w,ith increased size of the machine.

The value of q depends naturally very much on that
of v~. The greatest effect, however, is that of the

losses in compression and expansion. Without a heat ex-
changer a very large operating temperature must be reckoned
with and particularly good efficiencies must be oltained
to attain the economy of a modern steam installation. It
should be clear at any rate from figure 9 why it has not
been possible to attain a satisfactory fuel consumption
with most gas turbines built thus far and why only very
recently has any improvement been obtainedc

TO bring out more clearly the effect of the individual
efficiencies and~ts ~..vt .qw ‘n q? the magnitude Ya,

which depends only slightly on ~a for the previous as-
surnptioi~s, was p.l,otted against t~ in figures 10 to 12.
~ value of Ya > 1 means improvement of ~ over ‘qa’
through utilization of the exhaust, a gain which witli
smaller values of qt and nv is first attained at higher

values of VW* particularly to be noted is the drop in
Ya, i.e., the ihcrease of the losses with increasing pres-
sure ratio. This explains the intersecting of the q-
curves in figures. 5,to 9, since Ya bec,omes smaller with
increasing pressure” ratio while .~a improves.

. .

In the computation no account” was ’taken of the pres-.. ,.
sure 10SS6S to the heat ex~hanger. T’hese.losses, which
affect the pictube ‘considerably, will be discussed later.

The pressure losses ,in.the combustion chamber, the
piping, the heat exchangers, etc. ,,for a fixed theoretical
pressure ratio lead to an increase ’in the compressor power
and a deci”ease in the turbine power. This effect is best
taken i’nto account by a corresponding impairment in qt
or llvs these losses being included in the work cycle of
each machine. If the pressur+ ratio of the cycle ismfor
example, P/Po , the compressor work without pressure loss
is,.”” ,,
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K,--1..

( )
L’=~G. RT~T -3” ‘

.,

v~ ,Po . ..... .
,., ....-.,

‘“”an’dfthti“’a“ct<al wor”k-”’”~~ ‘

L!+ ( )P’~,- ~,,GRT—
nv. ” Po ““”

which can also, he”:.wr~itten ..

.:
There is then qbta~qed .

K-1.. . P ~, :.

~=, Po
-1 ””,”

(21)

where ,..Pi,= P + APi AP denotes the pressure loss. Set-
ting . ,,

,.
AD
~=a
P

we obtain

P’ =p(l+a) (22)

The corresponding relation holds ,for the turbine effi-
ciency. ;,,

,,

In figure 13 n ‘/“v is plotted aga’inst a for vari-
ous pressure rati:.as, so that the impairment of qt and
,~~ due to the pressure losses maybe r,ead.off from the
diagram. ~The ‘,hi.gherthe pressure ratio the smaller is
the effect of “%he flow ‘losses, although it should be noted
that these losses increase with increasing abso,lute pres-
sure. The value of a must be determined from conditions
applying. in each case. .,

To brin”g out the s“ig~ificance of the pressure losses
for the efficiency ~f t~e gas, turbine, ~ ;was plotted as a
function of Ap in figure l.? for the following assumptions:

,..., .... ..... . ..

—.
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Curve a:

Curve b:

Curve a
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= 0.8,...qv = 0,72, :,rIw= 0.75, qh = 0.95~t .,.,, .,..,.,.,

%
= 0,98, & “= 4, t~ =.:.6.500C, t~ .= 150 c.-

nt =,0085, ~v = 0s8’2,,:’:.~w = 00’75 mb = O*95

ng = 0.98, ~ = 4, “.t3= 650° C, tl = 15° C
Po

..

corresponds approximat:e”l;y to the efficiencies
generally attained at tie present time, whereas for curve
b values of nt and Tv were ‘as~umed that may be con-

sidered as attainable i’n the near future. The point A
corresponds to a val”ue of T w:it.~out pressure losses and
Tw = O* It may be seen that even with common present-day
efficiencies the effect.”o-f.the pr;essure losses is very
great. l?or a flow resistance of 0.175 atm - corresponding
to 129 mm Hg or 4.4 percent of the pressure ratio - the
advailtat~e of the heat exchanger is lost while for Ap-
0.55 atm - corresponding to 405’ mm;lig br 13.? percent of
the pressure ratio - the output of the system becomes zero.
The relations are very much better for curve b where a
greater efficiency is assumed. It follows that the use

of a heat exchanger promises to be of advantage only for
high individual efficiencies of turbine and compressor be-
cause of the unavoidable pressure losses.. ‘

ID. the case of a steam plant, however, the pressure
losses in the. feed water circuit are of secondary impor-

tance as regards economy.. With the efficiencies of the
present-day auxiliary machines an entirely reasonable fuel
consumption is therefore attainable.

,.,, .,,
As menti.oqed under ‘point g) in$ec!tiori 2 c, the change

in the gas co.a.stant through the cotibii$tiod Arid the depend-
ence of the .“s:pecificheats on ’the”.te:m~&’rature“also “have an
effect on”the actual cycle. This;effe’ct will now be” briefly
considered. :

...

The gas constant and the volume to be handled by” the
turbine are slightly increased by the combustio~ products.
In’ addition, the specific heat of the’gases is increased,
S’O that for heat,ing “to a ‘defin’ite.temperature a ,large
amount .of heat is ..m.eqtii.redoIt :may’%e said that toa first
approximation the two effects counterbalance each other.

.—
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~~hi]-ethe sPe”cific’heats “of ‘the working gas at the
pressures occurring in a combustion turbine may be assumed
indel~endent” “of the’’pres’su-re;--i%:””is’ne’c’e-ss-ary--t-o”take ac-
count of their change with temperature. Since the initial
and final temp”erature”s are generally not very different,
this effect is largely, eliminated and need not be taken
into account in the computation.

Iil order t“o check’’’~he admissibility of all the sim-
plifications, the” efficiencies of a cycle with and without
ex’haust,heat ut~lizatio’n will be determined by computation
and by the use of the IS tables of Pflaum and compared
with each other.

Example a):
,.,.

nw=, o, nt = 0.85, ~v = 0.82, ~b = 0.95
.

‘S”
= 0.98, t~ = 650° C, ~= 4

I?.

Pressure loss between compressor and turbine, 0.1 atm

Pressure loss between turbiile slid gas outlet negligible.

‘~fiththe aid of figure 13, there is obtained n~ = 0.802.

From equation (18) there is computed ~ = 16.7 percent
while from the IS tables (larger scale diagrams
were used), there is similarly found the value
n = 16.7 percent.

Example b) :,

Pressure loss letween compressor and turbine, 0.2 atm

Pressure loss between turbine and gas outlet, 0.1 atm

There is then obtained tit = 0.83 percent and qv =

0.785 percent.
.,,.,

}fith these values there is obtained through computa-
tion 22.2 percent and from the chart 22.3 percent.

The accuracy of the computation is thus entirely satis-
factory. ‘“

.—.-,.,. .. . . . . .. . ..... .——.- —. -—-. ..... . ,, . .,.-.,,.-.,
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3. THE CONSTANT-PRES.SURE,: CYCLE..WITH

ISOTH~”RMAL COM’PRESSION ~JYD:A~IABATI C EXPA,~S.ION
.,.

a), Without Exh”aust Heat 13t$li~ation

.,.
I?igure 1.5 shows the PV and TS diagrams of this cycle.

The compression fr,om, p occurs at the constant
temperature To along ?het~ur~e 1-2. The remaining ,work-
ing strokes are similar to those described. in ,section 2a.
The efficiency is .::

A(La- Lis) c (T3 - T~) - AR To lnfi,
~“Ls,a = = (23) <

CP(T3- To) CP(T3 - To)

Making nse of equation (4) and the relation

AR cp-cv K-1
—= =..- (24)
C.P CP

w

we obtain

,. ~3 n~, - To in a
v.ls,a = (25)

(T3 - To)

In contrast to h~ (equation (5)) qi~, a depends

on the pressure ratio and on the temperature limits within
which the cycle operates. Whereas qa steadily increases
with increasing P/Po 9 the value of ‘is,a .p.ossesses a
maximum at .

(26)
P T3&.
—=
Po ()~

.,
where it assumes the value

T3 :.
To in ~

1- 0 ‘“ ‘“ (2?)
Tz - .To ,

.,

Th”e values of ‘is,a are plotted in figure 16 against
the pr+ssure, ratio for the temperatures t~ = 500°, 6000,
and 7000 C and to = 15° c . For comparison there were
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1,r,
I

added the curves for ‘qa and for the efficiency of a—.
steam .turbin’e working on the ~~~le.of,..f,igure,3. . As may

‘--be’seen-; ‘the ‘th”etir~%~”cal“e~ficiency of this process in
spite of the reduced work of ,compression is smaller than
that of the. adiabatic process, the ,reason for which is
found in the heat abstraction during the compression.;.

b) With Complete ‘Heat Utilization

In the most favoralle case the amount of heat removed
from the exhaust gas and supplied to the air after com-
pression is cp(T#Co) . We theq have

Q~’ = CP(T3-T4) (28)

and

Fo1“

t
To In a

n“=l-xs,a
T3 na

I?l—= there is obtained
P.

(29)

(30)

TIlis value corresponds to the efficiency of the
Carnot cycle between the temperatures To and T3.

The values of ‘is,ar are similarly plotted in fig-

ure 16 for the same temperatures. For ~ = 1 we have
PO

~is,~’ = Ta’* The curves, mis,a~ drop much more slowly

with increasing pressure ratio than the curves .qa’ in
figure 3, so that any harmful effect of the heat exchange
which occurs when T4 drops below To becomes appreciable
only at higher pressure ratios.

c) With the Losses Waken into Account

The losses arising in the actual cycle are the same
as those already described in section 2c. Tor an incom-
pl”e.teisothermal compression two cases are to be distin-
guished :

I-. —.— ————. ..—.—
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1. The temperature. remains unchanged, i.e., the heat
profi,uced through the nog-reve.rsible changes
in state is conducted away.

2. A“ temperature rise occurs during the compression.
.

In the first ”case there is obtained with the notation
of equations (10) to (20) the relation

~ To in aT3 qt Qa - ~v

= ng n~ (31)
T3U-TOV

where the heat losses through incomplete combustion and
radiation are combined in qb and the mechanical losses

referred to the power delivered combined in ‘qO: u is

equal to 1 - T@ - Tltna) and V is equal to=(l - llw).

~Jithout exhaust heat utilization (nw = 0) there is
obtained

and with complete exhaust heat utilization (qlV = 1)

(32)

(33)

,.r.t,lt:h the notation .and assumptions of figures 5to 9
(qg K ~b = ~; ht. =,rIv) the values for n computed from

equations (S1] to (33) were plotted in figures 1’7 to 21.

I’or

or ,..

T3=. .1.” TO in a “
nv nt Va

we have q = O.

(3“4)

.— .. —
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,Comparison of figures 17 to 21 with figures .5 to 9

. .,,gives. th.er$o.llow%gg”result.s.! ..... .---:.

1. The combustion” tvrbinewith isothermal compression
is less sensitive as ,regards the operating
temperature since the start of useful output
(n = 0) occurs at smaller values of ts.

., ., ..
.2. Since the curves p = const lie closer together

it fpllow,s that the effect .of the pressure
ratio is also smaller.

3. The e’ffici’encies are generally somewhat better.

4. The increasee.in ~ through utilization of the
exhaust” heat’ is’ greater.’

Summarizing,’ we” may say that the cycle with isothermal
compression would Give more favorable fuel consumption
than that with adiabatic, compress ion.

n
Figures 22 to 24 show “Yis,a = _ as a function

‘Iis,a
of t3 and’ ~. . .

“P.

A comparison with the coresponil.ing curves of the
adiabatic process showi that yis,a > yat i.e., that

with isothermal compress~on the exhaust heat is better
utilized since the t~mperature difference between ts
and to is greater.

..”
The effect of.pressure losses on 11 is taken into

account, as expl.aineid in seCtiOn”2C~ through a correspond-
ing decrease in: qt’ and qv. The value .n’/n for an

isothermal process ‘is”obtained in the following manner.
We have

,. ,..,:,

LiI~ & ‘R’,,;.‘ln’ P~ mkg/k& .
... .

Again denoting by q’t the efficiencywith the losses in-
cluded, we may set ‘up a relation corresponding to equation
(21) ,’

P
in — lg ~

~,I P* .Po—=— =— (35)
~. I

ln~lg~
0 Pf.)

where pt = p(l+a).
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In figure 25 this value is plotted against a for
various pressure ratios. Comparison with figure 13 shows
that in the case of the isothermal process the effect of
pressure losses on qv and nt is smaller.

To bring out the importance of the pressure losses
in piping, heat exchangers, etc., the curve ~ = f(Ap)
was drawn in figure 26 for the following assumptions:

Curve a: nt = 0.8, ~v = 0.72, qw = 0.75, ~b = 0.95

‘/3 = 0,98, ~ = 4, t~ = 650° C, tz = 15° C
P.

Curve b: nt = 0.85, qv = 0.82, VW, etc., as with a.

(The same,values were assumed as in section 2c,)

At point A the value of q is the same as would be
obtained for a work cycle without heat exchanger and with-
out pressure losses. In this case therefore the improve-
ment of the efficiency through exhaust-heat utilization
is of the same magnitude as its impairment through the
pressure losses. As shown by a comparison with the curves
c and d of the adiabatic process, the pressure losses
arising from the use of a heat exchanger are less serious
with isothermal than with adiabatic compression.

The computed example a) in section 2C gives for iso-
thermal compression by the use of IS tables an efficiency
of 17.2 percent while the value obtained by computation
is 16.9 percent. For example %) the corresponding figures
are 29.4 percent and 28.8 percent. The deviations arise
mainly from the inaccurate determination of the isothermal
work TO AS from the IS diagram owing to the sharp angles
of intersection of the curves p = const and T = const.
The examples show, however, that the computation of the
efficiencies by equation (31) in spite of factors neglected
(c not constant, effect of combustion) can be carried
OU? with sufficient accuracy.

The underlying assumption in the ?.erivation of equa-
tions (31) to (35) was that the compression stroke was
carried out under constant temperature. In case the tein-
perature at the end of compression assumes, because of
insufficient cooling, a value TO1> To, there is obtained
in place of equation (31) the relation



:’

i.

1’

- .. .T3.Tia ~,% - & ‘O ln u. .
v ““”

n = ~g,.~b.- ... .
T3u-To’1 V”

4. TH~ CONSTANT-PRESSURE CYCLE l?ITH “.,.. ,. .“

ISOTHERMAL COMPRII!SS1ON AND EXPA.NS1ON

(36)

The cycle with isothermal expansion has frequently
been ,suggest,ed in the literature. To briqg about such a ,
change of.state; ‘it ‘is necessary t“o supply ‘the gas”,with
‘a qua’~tftY of he~”t“equal to” that” removed “in doing wo,rkland
this may be conveniently effected by the burning of fuel
during the expansion. This ,proces,s can be carried, out
with relative eAse, particularly at high temperatures, be-
cause in this case the fuel would be burned without any
special ignition’. Other au”thors (reference 2) propose
arranging a com.3ustion chamber behind each ring of blades
of the turbine whereby in place. o’f the” isotherms a tooth-
shaped broken curve will be obtained consisting of pieces
of adiabatic and, isobars. . .

. .

Althpugh this ‘cycle i.~ more difficult to realize than
those discussed previously, a brief discussion will be
given since the cycle promises notable advantages. Figure
27 shows that work oycle in tha TS diagram. (The cycle
with adiabatic compression and isothermal expansion will
not be consider..ed.further, since no gain in information
is to be expected. )

..... ... .. .“
The efficiency without losses and without exhaust-’

heat utilization is

A@is,t -’Lis,,v) .,
v;~ =

‘.; ,. “:QZ ,,

.Sinee the quantity of heat t’o”be added’ ‘during the ex-
pansion. is equal:.to A Lis,t* we have’ .“

... ... .::,.,:., :...........,. .,., .’
. . ‘:Q~= - To) ‘A. Lis’i:~+ cp:(’T,, ., . -,,
,,:.’ .,...,,

There is” thell”b~,+ai~ed ‘, .- ~ ‘. : .. ~~ .,, . . .
... ” ‘.. . .. .- ..,’,

.,, ,.. . . . . . .
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‘T -To.
ni~=’. ,,

(T - To,) . . .
T+ ~..,.

K-” 1 ‘ln
~

P.

With complete exhaust-heat utilizat ion,; we have

(37)

(38)

The efficiency of such a process is thus equal to
that of a Carnot cycle between the same temperature lim-
its.

With the losses taken into account, we have

nt A Lis,t - ~ A Lis,v
m = tg nb

qt A Lis,,t + (1 - qw) ‘CP(T - To)

In computing the heat added, we take account of the fact
that for an isothermal change of state the heat added is
reduced in proportion to the losses that occur. There is
obtained, finally, for the efficiency

(39)

L1

K “ 1 lna
P.

In figures 28 ‘.aqd29 ~ was~plotte.d for ‘qW = O and... .
1 under the same assumptions as the other plotted curves.
It may be seen that the maximum attainable efficiencies lie
somewhat above those; for the process ‘last discussed. Par-
ticularly- to be noted is: the c,ons.id6r&bly less dependence
of turbine and compr’es’sors on the separate efficiencies.
For qw = 1, ~ does- n.o:t,de,pe,ndcm .t@e pressure; for TIw =
0, ‘q

,,.
improves with increasiti”’g‘pressure. The start of

deliveryof external work (q = O) has shifted consider-
ably toward the lower temperatures. The efficiency for
Tw = O is only slightly smaller than for the previous

——
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process.. !Chi.smay- be ex~lained by the fact that.with the
i..s.othermalprocess, the heat .suppl.ied is converted into

*.@ ““ mechanical ‘work at the highe”st th-ermal state, that is,
under. the most favorable relations. In utilizing the ex-
haust heat., the purely isothermal process is definitely
superior to- the one prev{iou,sly discussed..

. .

The effect of pressure losses on and ~vqt. can

be determined with the aid of figure’ 25. A curve chart
for’ this wo’rk”process cbrresponding””to figure 26 would
show a still smaller drop of the efficiency due to pres”-
sure losses,

- The following may be said” in summary on the processes
discussed. The dependence of the efficiencies”of all the
processes on the separate efficiencies is considerable.
The use of heat exchangers is of advantage only if no
larger pressure losses are thereby introduced. The im-
pairment in ~ through pressure losses with the various
cycles described decreases in the following order: adia-
batic, adiabatic-isothermal , isothermal. The idling tem-
perature, that is., the t.emperatwre at which the mechanical
work begins to be developed decreases “in the same order,
With increasing work drop, the efficiency is partly im- ~~
proved and partly impaired.

The work relations with other coristant-pressure
cycles proposed, for example, with.adiabatic expansion
down to below atrnospheri~~ then cooling and compression
of the gases to atmospheric pressure may be rapidly com~”.
puted without any difficulty from the examples given, and
no discussion of these will “therefore be given.

5. THE WORK CYCLE OF AN EXPLOSION TURBINE ‘WITH

ISOTHERMAL COMPRESSION AND ADIABATIC EXPANSION
.

Yor cornp&isOn with the ‘constant-pressure turbine two
work cycles’of:the explosio’n’’.turbine will be discussed.
Only” the ‘pro’c’essmost gener’a’lly applied of isothermal com-
pression with complete rerno~al’ of’ the heat ari’sing through
the losses will be considered so that the. temperature re-
mains cons”ti’atitin “spite o,f”’t’he‘work losse”s durin”g,compres-
sion. : . . ..

., ,... .:,... .. . . .

I _.—- -.
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The ef’fiiiency “is’most ‘r%adily, der’ived fronta TS
diagram As sho~i,n‘in, jf”igur.e30.. The expansion ‘in the turw
bine with los.se’s talien into’ acc’o’unt“is generally “repre-
sented by the. line 3-”41”.’The “lost””work in the isothermal
compression “c”anbe brought out “in ‘the diagram as follows:
The work of com’press~on which iS increased by the lost-work
is first as,,sumed to be performed without losses so that a
pressure pat high~r t“harithe originally :attained end
pressure pa is- obtained. The gas pressure is then al-
lowed to drop by a throtting process to the original pres-
sure . The higher compression is represented on the TS
diagram by the line 2-2!, which is at the same time a
throttle curve from 21 to 2. The area under the curve
l-2f is therefore eq’ual~to the work in an isothermal com-
pression with the los’ses taken into account,and at the.
same time it represents the quantity of heat. to be removed.
The efficiency, as is known, iS equal to

Qa ‘
n=l-—

Q,Z
(40)

where Qa is the area under the curve 21-1-4t while the
quantity of heat added Q is represented by the area
under curve 3-2. The eff~ciency is obtained from the
equation

-

l’c- ‘1 To In ~ +K (!I!’AI- To) .
i Vv PI

‘is,a ‘~gqb~l-
J

(41)
T3 - To’:

which for the pressure ratio p2 : pl = 1 simplifies to

r T4 I -Tol
‘n”1s,; “~g ~b 1-K T : T

1. 3 0 J,.
.-’

(42)

In figure 31 the curves are again plotted for various
separate efficiencies of turbine and compressor for

‘g
and ~b = 1 and To = 288. Comparison with the corre-

sponding constant-pressure cycle {fig. 21) shows that the
efficiencies.” com~ out less f.avorable,and only at temperat-
ures of 20000 do they. assume values such as those at-
tained at,8009 with the constant-pressure CYcle.,

With full utilization of the, exhaust heat there is
obtained the TS diagram shown in figure 32. It is.here
assumed that the transfer of ahe heat from the temperature



,J-. ... . —-

.,t*f to the,working”gas of temperatures’ :?z .qnd to, . re-

spectively, occursin ahesit:’exc”hanger at ctinstanf pres-
sure. From the diagram the fo120win&”equation .is obtained

- +.: + .:‘.’.j-,,.. , .,. , ,.,;.,.,,,.,, ,..,,

where the temperature’ ~’4t is ’obtained from the “equations,,.’ .... .

and

T4i .p2 ‘ . ‘ “., ,
——
T3 ‘= pa

(44)

(45)

Figure 33 shows the curves for q. Comparison with the
corresponding curves of the constant-pressure process
(fig. 17) similarly shows the advantage of the latter.

It is to be noted, however, that the possibilities
of cooling the blades with the periodic explosion process
permit higher blade temperatures than can be attained
generally in the constant-pressure turbine. The turbine
efficiencies should be considerably lower, however, with
the rapidly alternating gas velocities than the efficien-
cies attained with the constant-pressur e operation. Aside
from this, the periodic operation involves an increase in
the dimensions of the turbine since the gas volumes are
cut off at certain times, that is, are at rest, whereas
with the constant-pressure turbine the gases flow through
the entire system with high velocity. For installations
where low weight is essential ,.,,thejexplosion-type turbine.,,,.$..:
should therefore be iess stiitia~le,.”.,;As, ,s,how,nby the opera-
tion results of the Holzwartli’gas ‘~,uf,bine,’,it is also of
little advantage as regaras efef$c+,e:hc’i. ,

,!- .-
.. ,..:r.,:,,-.: ,“,...
. . . 6. ‘GENERAL PRACTICAL COtis:~R!ERATIOITi

;.1:” .,’. ,. ..,.,,- .:.,...;,,
.. ,!

.“ in the derivation .o.fthe equations above and the dis-
cussion of the efficiencies, no discussion was given of
the possibility of the practical design of a combustion
turbine. Such possi.’bi:litydepe~ld~ at the present time on
th~ extent of furth.er~development in .en.gin’eeiingand

i ,“’
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materials. With the. aid of the curves shown, a contiguous
check can be made on the attainable efficiencies and pos-
sible fuel consumption. .,

V/ith non-stationary power plants not only the effi-
ciencies but also the weight-to-power ratios of the tur-
bines are of importance. As follows from the equations
below, the outputs of the turbine with compressor are
generally large in comparison with the output of the tur,-
bine, so that small weights must be striven for to obtain
a favorable over-all weight. If the power delivered by
the system is denoted by L and the power of the compres-
sor by Lv, then the power Ls,v referred to the com-

pressor is given by the equation

L
~tLt-~Lv

‘t ~LS,v = ~ = “ a=
v t%~-

~ Lv
nv

(46)

With adiabatic compression and expansion, there is obtained
the equation

(47)

Similarly there is obtained for %he power Ls,t referred

to the turbine the expression

L TI a
L~,t=—-=l —.——

‘t T3 nt TIv
(48)

As follows from the formulas, for a given output of the
system the o~~tput of turbine and compressor increases with
decreasing temperature, lower separate efficiencies, and
increasing pressure ratio. For the numerical example a)
given previously, there is obtained, for example, for
LS,v the value 0.25 and for LS,t 0.20. l?or 1 horse-

power delivered output, it is therefore necessary with
the chosen relations that the turbine develop 5 horse-
,.power and the compressor, 4 horsepower with the correspond-
ing. weights.

For the cycle with isothermal compression and adia-
batic expansion, therq are obtained in a similar manner
these equations;

— .1
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-., ,.. . . ..
.T3...fla~,... .!

S,v = -71&l+-- 1-’ - - ._ .,
Tolna

L 1
1 To in a

s*t =-—
at nv T3 ~a

(49)

(50)

from which for the above example L~, v is found to have

the value 0.53 and L~, t the value 0.346. The isothermal

compression’ therefore has a favorable effect on the weight-
to-power ratio although the weight of the heat exchanger
must still be taken into account.

Compressors of the centrifugal type are those that
will enter mainly into consideration since the reciprocat-
ing-type blowers are too heavy. At the present time the
most widely used compressors are the centrifugal super-
chargers, which are not cooled at the lower pressure ratios
‘and at the higher ratios are designed with jacket, blade,
or intercooling. The cooling through water injection oc-
casionally employed cannot, in general, be considered for
movable power plants on account of the water loss. The
delivery pressure of an impeller in commercial compressors
of this type is about 1.2 atmospheres. For larger pres-
sures a multistage design must be resorted to with a cor-
responding increase in structural length and weight. The
weight-to-power ratio of large fixed compressors with
cooling amounts at the present time to about 10 kg/hp and
over, so that the compressor for the example considered
would, according to equation (4?) weigh about 40 kilograms
per horsepower delivered by the combtis’tion turbine. The
best efficiencies attained with such machines referred to
the isothermal process lie at, ?0 percetit.

,.

liith single-stage compressors as applied to scaveng-
ing or “charging blowers, it was possible recently” to ob-
tain more favorable ielatioris~ particularly in the “avia-
tion industry- ‘“”Thus,for example, the “d,e”liverypressure
of a DVL compressor f’oti“a peripheral speed of the ‘impeller
of ab”out 400 meters per se’cond has been raised to,”3 atmos-
pheres an:d above with ‘measure”d adiab.a’tic eff+ciencie,s of
70 pe,rcen’t”. With pressures of about l.4 -atmospheres eff’i-
oieneies of” 8’O’percent wer”e at,talned’. The unit weight of
such macli”ines,lie-s f’a$rbelow 3. kg/h’p.” Multistage com-
pressors of ‘this””type of coristruc~ion ~atie not yet been
tested. It may b% doubted ~“hether such good e~ficiencies
will be obtained wit’lz thesee ~~: .:,.
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With the Velox boiler power plants of the BBC firm
and also with their combustion tu”rbi.nes axial compressors
are employed, such as are built by the flscher-Wyss firm.
The adiabatic efficiencies attained amount to over 80
percent. The delivery pressure of a single stage is re-
stricted, however, at the present state of development
and, in general, amounts to about 1,05 to 1.07 atmospheres~
so that to attain a definite pressure drop, it is necessary
to use many blade wheels, a condition which leads to in-
creased structural length. The development of this com-
pressor is still in a fluid stage. It is to be expected
that the application of higher peripheral speeds and a
close investigation of the flow at the blades will lead
to still greater improvements in the output pressure and
efficiency and hence to smaller size and weight. It should
be possible in axial compressors to convert such amounts
of energy that their unit weights in larger designs amount
to only a few hundred grams per horsepower, The possibil-
ities here indicated at any rate point to the axial com-
pressor as the type most suitable for the combustion tur-
bine.

Because of the great effect of the operating temper-
ature on the efficiency of combustion turbines, the latter
must be built for as high gas temperatures as possible.
These turbines do not differ essentially in their construc-
tion from steam turbines. With larger units dual-flow
turbines will be found convenient, since the temperatures
in these are more uniformly distributed and therefore .
smaller heat stresses arise. The temperatures of 450° $0
5000 C used in recent steam plants are sufficient for ob-
taining satisfactory economy. For the combustion turbine
with constant-pressure combustion a turbine temperature
of at least 6000 will be required. The newer blade mate-
rials already possess a sufficiently high endurance
strength to make possible operating temperatures of 600°
and more, particularly when only short-time operation is
required. Development is still in a fluid stage and a
further increase in the admissible temperatures may be ex-
pected. It is also conceivable that in the course of
further progress ceramic materials will be briught to a
state of development where they can be applied to high-
stressed turbine blades. It will then be possible to
raise the operating temperatures considerably. Cooling
the blades is difficult with constant-pressure turbines
of good efficiency. ,From the curves given, it may be de-
cided whether a cooling effect at the expense of an im-
pairment of the turbine efficiency promises ,a gain in
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. economy. or w_hether it appears more suitable to adopt the
explosion-type turb”iaes. that-are’”easier ‘“to”-””co”ol’i’”-

f ,-,-
The weight of the housing can be kept to a lowe’r

value as compared with that of the steam turbine, since
the gas pressures can be chosen considerably lower than
those usual with steam turbines. ‘ A special type of con-
struction is necessary, however, to prevent warping.
Particularly with turbines which must ‘quickly be put into
operation, apiling-on of material such as that represented
by the usual flanges of the steam turbine must be avoided
as far as possible. It is to be expected that further

. structural improvements will be obtained through separation
of the heat-stressed from the mechanically stressed parts.

The weight-power ratio of large steam turbines of
light construction is about 1.5 kg/hp. Since in the case
of gas turbines the heavy Low-pressure part can’, in general,
drop out and the weight of the housing on account of the
lower gas pressure can be kept down, a ratio of 1 kg/hp
may be expected.

Turbines with isothermal expansion have up to the
present not been designed. It is to be assumed that a
supply of heat by combustion within the blade ring leads
to a flow disturbance with a consequent drop in the effi-
ciency. It is not certain, moreover, whether, with the
irregular temperature distribution to be expected, the
blade materials can withstand the ‘stresses. The mounting
of combustion chambers behind each ring of blades should
lead to inadmissible pressure “losses and operating diffi-
culties. A realization of this type of turbine design,
which is partii:c~larly’favorable from the point of view of
efficiency, is therefore as yet impossible.

., ,.

No essential difficulties are encountered in the “de-
sign of a reliably operating combustion chamber with the
heat-resisting material’s at present available. Even dis-
regarding the us”ual application of ceramic materials” as
an outer covering and cooling the combustion chamber walls
only with air, continuous operation should be possible with
proper design. Because of the large effe”ct of pressure’
losses care is’ to be taken to obtain as goo”d a flow as is
possible in the combustion chamber. “’ ,,.

The same is true for the” heat exchanger. With the
present designs of combustion turbines w,ith heat exchangers
this part takes up considerable space’, so- that with movable
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power plants, particularly in the case of airplanes, the
required space cannot be made available. In this field
further investigation is necessary before heat exclu’ingers
are built that also satisfy the weight and size require-
ments.

The piping of gas-turbine power plants is subject to
unuaaally high temperatures, especially since because of
the required small pressure loss and the large gas volumes
involved a relatively large diameter is required. Compared
with a steam turbine, there is the advantage, however, that
the working pressure can be chosen very much smaller and
the pipes need be only very short, since the combustion
chamber can be arranged near the turbine.

The number of auxiliary machines of such a combustion
turbine installation is small. In general, pumps will be
required only for the oil circulation and for the fuel.
A particular advantage is that, at least with adiabtaic
compression, no cooling water or cooling air is required
except for oil cooling.

SUIV1&lARY

The theoretical and true efficiencies of a combustion
turbine cycle with constant-pressure combustion are com-
puted and discussed for the three cases of

1. Adiabatic compression and expansion

2. Isothermal compression and adiabatic expansion

3. Isothermal compression and expansion

The result obtained is that the efficiency depends
essentially on the separate efficiencies of the compressor-
and turbine. Comparison with the type of turbine with ex-
plosion combustion shows the advantage lies with the con-
stant-pressure combustion turbine. A brief discussion is
given finally of the present state of development of com-
pressor, turbine, and accessories in relation to particular
features of the combustion turbine process.

Translation by S. Reiss,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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